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ftnchek is a static analyzer for Fortran 77 programs. It is designed to detect certain errors in a Fortran
program that a compiler usually does not. In addition, ftnchek is intended to assist the user in finding
semantic errors. Semantic errors are legal in the Fortran language but are wasteful or may cause incorrect
operation. For example, variables which are never used may indicate some omission in the program;
uninitialized variables contain garbage which may cause incorrect results to be calculated; and variables
which are not declared may not have the intended type. ftnchek is intended to assist users in the debugging
of their Fortran program. It is not intended to catch all syntax errors. This is the function of the compiler.
Prior to using ftnchek, the user should verify that the program compiles correctly. ftnchek -arguments=list
This option indicates that only the -arguments=list option should be selected by default. ftnchek -array=list
This option indicates that only the -array=list option should be selected by default. ftnchek -brief This
option disables the brief mode. Brief mode usually displays fewer lines of the program than the standard
mode. ftnchek -calltree=list This option indicates that the -calltree=list option should be selected by
default. ftnchek -columns=num This option indicates that only the -columns=num option should be selected
by default. ftnchek -common=list This option indicates that the -common=list option should be selected by
default. ftnchek -crossref=list This option indicates that the -crossref=list option should be selected by
default. ftnchek -declare This option indicates that the -declare option should be selected by default.
ftnchek -division This option indicates that the -division option should be selected by default. ftnchek -
errors=num This option indicates that only the -errors=num option should be selected by default. ftnchek -
extern This option indicates that the -extern option should be selected by default. ftnchek -f77=list This
option indicates that only the -f77=list option should be selected by default. ftnchek -f90=list This option
indicates
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Arguments: The order of arguments can be changed by using the KMYMACRO. For example, to specify that
ftnchek should be used with the syntax checking option, use KMYMACRO.For the argument list, see the
``ARGUMENTS'' section. ENDFN CHEK DEFINITION STATIC COMMONPROGRAM LIST TABLE NAME
DESCRIPTION -------------------------------------------------------------------------- ALL Fortran-77 files in a given directory
file list. ALLSAMPLE File with only one source file in the list. ARCHIVELIST List of archive files to be
processed. ARGUMENTS The order of arguments can be changed by using the KMYMACRO. For example,
to specify that ftnchek should be used with the syntax checking option, use KMYMACRO.For the argument
list, see the ``ARGUMENTS'' section. ATC These are optional. Atc files are used to test that the
optimization passes that have been built in to the compiler during the compilation of the program. The
compiler must use the optimized optimization to build the target executable file (and it does so by default).
EXACTS The files specified in the EXACTS argument are used to test whether the optimization passes that
have been built in to the compiler during the compilation of the program are applied. EXTERNAL Compiler
flag to turn off the checking of externs. HELPTEXT String of information about this option. INCLUDE C-
language include file to be processed. INCLUDE LIST One or more include files to be processed.
INTENDEDDEEP Compiler option to turn on the checking of declared array dimensions. INTENDEDSPEC
Compiler option to turn on the checking of given parameters. LIBRARY Common-block is not automatically
loaded by the compiler unless it is imported into the main program. LIBRARYLIST List of library-file names
to be processed. LIBRARIES File with only one library file in the list. LOWINTOP INTOP Get a lower-level
optimization pass (there is one for each optimization pass built into the compiler). PRECINTOP Intop is an
optimization pass whose aim is to pre-optimize code to make the compiler job easier. PROGRAM Intop
program compiled by the compiler. 2edc1e01e8
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ftnchek is a static analyzer for Fortran programs. It can be run in two modes: interactive and batch. It can
also be run as a wrapper. Interactive mode (on Unix and Linux systems): The input to ftnchek is a Fortran
77 program to be tested. The output is a list of all the semantic errors detected in the program. The list of
semantic errors is accompanied by a report file (including a help summary). The report file describes each
error in a user-friendly form. Each error in the report file is accompanied by a suggestion for repair, if
possible. The repair suggestions come from the ftnchek manual or from the user. For example, ftnchek
recognizes a common error that some programmers make in their FORTRAN programs: the use of
uninitialized variables to fill gaps in some array. If you have a constant array, you can put dummy variables
in the array before you actually use them. This example illustrates this point: PROGRAM: DIMENSION
A(6,13) A = 1.0 15 20 B = CUMMIN( A(1,3), A(1,5), A(1,6)) 30 40 C = CUMMAX( B(2,3), B(2,5), B(2,6)) 50
END PROGRAM The report file indicates that the line 15 should be retyped and that the line 30 should be
retyped. Batch mode (on Unix and Linux systems): The input to ftnchek is a directory with a number of
Fortran 77 programs to be tested. The output is a report file indicating the number of semantic errors in
each of the programs. Wrapper mode (on Unix and Linux systems): The input to ftnchek is a directory of
Fortran 77 programs and the output is a report file indicating the number of semantic errors in each of the
programs. ftnchek is run as a wrapper for ftnchek. The command: ftnchek -[no]brief Output: 'ftnchek' is a
static analyzer for Fortran programs. In addition to providing detailed error descriptions, it can help
programmers to repair their programs. Usage: '''ftnchek''' [-A | -m | -u | -v | -[no]brief] [-d
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What's New in the?

FTNCHEK is a static code analyzer for Fortran 77 programs. It detects certain errors in a Fortran program
that a compiler usually does not. FTNCHEK is not primarily intended to detect syntax errors. Its purpose is
to assist the user in finding semantic errors. For example, variables which are never used may indicate
some omission in the program; uninitialized variables contain garbage which may cause incorrect results to
be calculated; and variables which are not declared may not have the intended type. FTNCHEK is intended
to assist users in the debugging of their Fortran program. It is not intended to catch all syntax errors. This
is the function of the compiler. Prior to using ftnchek, the user should verify that the program compiles
correctly. Usage: ftnchek [ -arguments[=list] ] [ -array[=list] ] [ -[no]brief ] [ -calltree[=list] ] [ -[no]check ] [
-columns[=num] ] [ -common[=list] ] [ -[no]crossref[=list] ] [ -[no]declare ] [ -[no]division ] [ -errors[=num]
] [ -[no]extern ] [ -[no]f77[=list] ] [ -[no]f90[=list] ] [ -[no]f95[=list] ] [ -[no]help ] [ -[no]identifier-
chars[=list] ] [ -include=str ] [ -intrinsic[=list] ] [ -[no]library ] [ -[no]list ] [ -makedcls[=list] ] [ -
mkhtml[=list] ] [ -[no]novice ] [ -output=str ] [ -pointersize[=num] ] [ -[no]portability[=list] ] [ -
[no]pretty[=list] ] [ -project[=list] ] [ -[no]pure ] [ -[no]quiet ] [ -[no]reference ] [ -[no]resources ] [ -
[no]sixchar ] [ -[no]sort ] [ -source[=list] ] [ -style[=list] ] [ -[no]symtab ] [ -[no]truncation[=list] ] [ -[no]vcg ]
[ -[no]version ] [ -[no]volatile ] [ -[no]wrap ] [ files... ] FTNCHEK Description: FTNCHEK is a static code
analyzer for Fortran 77 programs. It detects certain errors in a Fortran program that
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System Requirements For FTNCHEK:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, or Windows 10 Processor: Core 2 Duo (2.6 GHz) Memory: 2
GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible GPU (1 GB graphics memory) DirectX: Version 11 Network:
Broadband Internet connection Recommended: Processor: Core i7 (2.7 GHz) Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics:
DirectX 11
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